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ABSTRACT
Decaying representations gradually make social media content less visible to readers over time, which can help users disassociate from past online activities. We explore whether shrinking, one decaying representation, influences managers’ assessments and simulated hiring decisions of job candidates, compared to seeing a full profile or an empty profile with no posts. Our 3 × 2 between-subjects crowdsourced survey (N = 360 US managers) shows that shrunk or empty profiles led to more positive decisions than profiles in their original full format. However, shrunk profiles also further contributed to more positive impressions of the candidates. Shrinking did not help the candidate of either gender more than the other and demographics of managers had limited impact on their assessment. Further, our managers regularly search job candidates’ social media profiles in real life, suggesting that shrinking could support users’ privacy. We finally present implications for individuals’ privacy on social media.
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INTRODUCTION
Many employers use online social network (OSN) data to inform their hiring decisions, in part as inexpensive source for unofficial background checks [11, 46, 50, 24]. Up to 91% [53] of employers search OSN data during the hiring process and 70% of US recruiting professionals have rejected job candidates because of their online data [47, 31]. Nearly half of these employers use Facebook data in particular [15]. To our knowledge, the US has no federal/state laws against using public OSN profiles in hiring [53].

While there are benefits to searching OSNs during the hiring process [26, 50] (e.g., connecting firms with the right candidates [46, 53]), it can also be harmful [11]; current employees can be fired and new candidates not hired, sometimes as a result of relatively minor incidents or irrelevant posts [30, 11, 46, 27, 44, 53, 4, 45, 20]. The practice lacks well-grounded legal [53, 46, 47, 14, 24] or ethical [46, 50] guidelines. Further, it infringes on individuals’ right to privacy, which is a main reason for disapproving of this practice.

The lines between what is private and what is relevant to work is blurred with the existence of OSNs [47, 50, 11, 24]. Moreover, users may have misconceptions about the availability of their data and who can access it [47]. Meanwhile, existing privacy and Online Reputation Management (ORM) tools do not adequately support user needs [57, 56]. Recently, researchers have been designing for digital forgetting, suggesting that data has a life cycle where it is eventually deleted [30, 29, 41, 57]. One approach, decaying representations [38, 33], gradually decays older OSN content to make it progressively less visible to audiences, but it has not been fully evaluated for privacy.

We explore how shrinking, a decaying representation [33], might affect managers in a simulated hiring situation. We test whether the application of shrinking on a female or male candidate’s profile impacts managers’ decisions. We focus on an US context and probe the current use of online reputation by US managers, since it is unclear how priorities may have shifted (e.g., in light of recent international changes in data protection laws, such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)). Through a 3 × 2 between-subjects crowdsourced survey with 360 US managers, we address these research questions:

RQ1: how does decaying a candidate’s OSN profile influence managers’ hiring decisions?
RQ2: does decaying OSN profile content help one gender more than the other in a hiring context?
RQ3: how do managers’ demographics such as gender and age influence their hiring decisions?
RQ4: how do OSNs and online reputation influence managers’ real-life hiring decisions?

In general, decaying representations led to more positive assessments of the job candidates (RQ1); we discuss the importance of these representations for managing online reputation. Secondly, we found that the candidate’s gender had no impact on the hiring decision (RQ2), but managers’ age and gender had a limited impact (RQ3). We further report our managers’ real-life practices, which show that online reputation is influential (RQ4) and suggest a need for tools that help users dissociate from their past online activities.
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RELATED WORK
We review the use of OSN data and the influence of demographics in hiring, and current gaps in privacy/ORM strategies.

Online Content Influences Hiring Decisions
The nature of personal information on OSNs can contribute to discrimination or bias [46, 26, 24], and it is unclear whether checking OSNs is necessary [14] or helpful [24] for the employment. Moreover, it may result in unfair decisions as data on OSNs might be inaccurate [14] due to online self-representation concerns [43, 16, 48, 11]. Proponents of using OSNs data in hiring argue that employers should do so to avoid being accused of negligent hiring [47, 50]. But is it appropriate to determine one’s future based on their personal activities or to infringe on someone’s right to privacy? Ethical and privacy issues [46, 50, 47, 24] have been major reasons others argue against this unfettered access.

Online content has compromised the professional future of many individuals [30, 11, 46, 27, 44, 53, 4, 45, 20]. The top reasons in the literature for rejecting a candidate were based on content that shows: (1) concern about publicness of personal content [15], (2) concern about lifestyle [27, 31, 15] or personal appearance/portrayal [15], (3) poor communication skills [50, 27], (4) false qualifications [50], (5) inappropriate photos/comments [50, 27, 31], (6) use of alcohol or drugs [27], (7) offence to previous employers or coworkers [27, 34], (8) low levels of professional appearance [50].

Demographics Influence Hiring Decisions
The literature suggests gender differences in usage of OSNs [54] and self-representation [55], but we focus on viewers’ judgment of users based on gender. A previous study [7] showed that a young woman is not only judged more harshly in terms of content, but also for the degree of publicness of her online content. In another employment context [25], female candidates who published content that was considered negative were more harshly viewed by people trained in Human Resources (HR) than when the same content was published by males. Such findings suggest that using OSN data results in discriminatory decisions by HR personnel, even if this was unintentional. It further suggests that social constructs related to gender in the workplace still play a role in the selection process. Managers’ demographics may also influence decisions. Differences in attributes such as ethnicity [22], religion [3], gender, or age between managers and employees or potential candidates can influence employment status [21] or hiring decisions [18, 22]. Managers tend to prefer applicants matching their own ethnicity/gender/age.

Privacy Representations
To enhance online user privacy, the literature [29, 30, 41] recommends designing for “forgetting”. One approach to forgetting digital artifacts visualizes time within the UI to de-emphasize older content. This approach enables users to either manipulate their past content [38] or control how content should be displayed in the future [23]. For example, Gulotta et al. [23] used three representations, including methods that decay content, to explore how users would like their content to be displayed in the future. Others [38, 33] looked at visually representing the aging of digital artifacts within OSNs and tested different representations.

Decaying representations can help users dissociate from obsolete content [38] and can minimize users’ effort when applied by default [33]. Novotny [38] proposed a taxonomy of visual representations, including shrinking, that can be used to deteriorate content with time. However, he only partially tested one representation (shrinking). Mohamed and Chiasson [33] expanded Novotny’s work and tested three different representations: fading, shrinking, and pixelation. Results look promising as users found both the fading and shrinking representations intuitive and successful at representing the metaphor of decayed memories [33]. Nevertheless, none of the representations [38, 33] have been tested in the context of an important selection process, such as in a hiring process that involves managers assessing OSN profiles of candidates.

Privacy and Online Reputation Management
Users are concerned about information revelation because they fear that a future employer might look at their profiles [58]. However, users’ privacy protection strategies are limited, and require user engagement. These strategies sometimes include faking data [26] or presenting an unauthentic image of themselves [58, 15], which might compromise their well-beings [48] or interfere with their self-presentation strategies [28, 19]. However, some data is obtained through other sources [26, 15, 27, 51] beyond a user’s control and might compromise a user’s attempt to manage their online presence.

Contrarily, and supported by the privacy paradox [35, 1, 12, 40, 2], users appreciate privacy as a preventive measure, yet they do not sufficiently restrict access to their content and rarely perform active ORM. Information can be accessed even with privacy management [11], for example when HR managers access the candidate’s private profile [24, 46, 53] by sending a friend request to the candidate [46].

Users experience frustration and uncertainty with existing ORM tools [57]. Yang recommends [57] that the usability of privacy settings become the first priority of OSN providers. Moreover, Woodruff [56] suggests design principles for more usable ORM strategies. These principles focus on prevention mechanisms, minimizing user engagement, and developing feasible solution for everyday reputation problems [56].

METHODOLOGY
We conducted a $3 \times 2$ between-subjects study with US managers, with type of representation (original, decayed, control) and the candidate’s gender (male, female) as the independent variables. The decayed representation showed a Facebook profile with posts gradually shrinking in size. The original representation showed a Facebook profile with all posts full size. The control representation showed a Facebook profile with no posts. We explore the interaction between the candidate’s gender and the representation by having parallel male and female profiles. Other attributes such as age, ethnicity, or cultural background were left out of our current study design (see discussion). We chose Facebook since it is often used during hiring [15] and often contains personal details.
We prototyped six fictitious Facebook profiles: female-decayed (FD), female-original (FO), male-decayed (MD), male-original (MO), female-control (FC), male-control (MC). In our scenario, the owner of each profile was applying for a job. We designed an online crowdsourcing survey where participants received a link to a video displaying one profile corresponding to their study condition. Participants were randomly assigned to one of six conditions. We launched small batches of the survey in parallel (to even out the number of male/female managers viewing the survey link).

We answer RQ1 through Likert-scale questions probing managers’ simulated hiring decision and evaluations of the candidate’s character and online reputation. We also look at what influenced their decisions through an open-ended question. We answer RQ2 by analyzing if there was an interaction effect on responses between the gender of the candidate and the representation type. We answer RQ3 by testing if managers’ gender and age had an interaction effect with representation type. We answer RQ4 through Likert-scale questions and an open-ended question that explored managers’ likelihood to search job candidates online or hire them despite of having previously published negative content, timeframe of past activities relevant to hiring, and use of online reputation in the hiring process in general during their current real-life practices.

The study was cleared by our Research Ethics Board. The study was pilot tested with four participants. Three of four pilots were run with individuals who had performed managerial or recruitment duties on behalf of their employers. We found no major concerns from the pilot sessions.

Prototypes and Videos
Using Mockplus 3.3.2.4 [32], we prototyped six Facebook profiles containing fictitious data. The layout matched the look and feel of the Facebook UI as of June 2018. The control profiles (FC, MC) showed no posts on the timeline, as if the user had made all posts private. The content of the four prototypes with visible posts was identical except for small changes to match the user’s gender, such as the name, profile picture, and image uploads. Where needed, we used images that closely mirrored each other, except for the gender of the person in the photo. All the images used on the prototype were downloaded from Unsplash [49] which offers freely usable images. Each profile had 26 posts in total. Posts’ dates were separated by 2-10 months, and spanned 11 years (2018 to 2007). The posts are based on previous work [15, 27] on participants’ (including US managers) positive and negative impressions and interpretations of various FB posts. We included posts that might suggest neutral or positive connotations (e.g., the user doing outdoor activities, expressing gratitude, and socializing with friends/family). We also included posts that might suggest negative connotations. We chose three types of online content that have previously led to rejection among employers [50, 27, 31, 15]: drinking alcohol and comments showing irresponsible behaviour, offending a past employer, and partaking in a controversial activity. Positive, neutral, and negative content was interspersed throughout the profile.

The prototypes were presented to our participants as videos. According to Buchenau and Suri [9], videos are a viable prototyping method to illustrate future design conditions. We created a separate HD video (resolution = 1080p) for each prototype1. The videos showed the photos/friends page (with text stating that the friend list is only visible to the user’s friends) and slowly scrolled through the user’s timeline content. The control videos were around 30s and between 3:14 and 3:34 minutes in the other four conditions. The control videos are shorter since a user is unlikely to spend much time on an empty profile in real life. The videos let the managers view the content (and pause/move back/forth) without directly interacting with the fake profile (which was not fully functional).

The original condition: Posts of the Original condition had equal size across the timeline. All posts were displayed and none were compressed by year2. The size of images and the textual attributes of the post (e.g., captions, date, usernames, comments, tags) were not manipulated.

The decayed condition: Previous literature [33, 38] recommended shrinking content to represent aging of digital content. In such representation, Facebook posts on a user’s timeline become gradually smaller and less legible as they become older. Shrinking is a gradual removal of content and its contextual details; viewers cannot “unshrink” content. We implemented shrinking in the two prototypes that decay content. The shrinking rate was applied linearly across posts from completely undecayed to illegible because of its small size. All posts gradually shrunk over time at the same rate; shrinking encompassed images and all textual attributes (e.g., captions, date, usernames, comments, tags). In a full implementation, clicking on posts would not return them to their full size (except if accessed by the profile owner). Similarly, shrunk posts would not have improved resolution if the viewer tried to zoom in.

Content that showed alcohol posts and comments indicating irresponsible behaviour were much deteriorated in the decayed condition because they were old posts on the timeline. Other older posts with positive or neutral behaviour were also deteriorated (e.g., a picture of a device developed in a course project, or reminiscing over university). Posts showing controversial activities (e.g., participating in a protest and sharing political opinions) or an offence to a past employer were more legible as they were newer posts.

Figure 1 shows a partial snapshot of the older posts on the male and female profiles, and how it was displayed on the female decayed prototype. The selected content reflects older posts (towards the end of the profile and video), illustrating how content has shrunk over time in the decayed condition.

The control condition: The two control profiles with no posts were identical expect for the user’s name and the profile picture. On Facebook, if a user decides to limit access to all of their past history, the user’s timeline becomes blank (only a dot is displayed instead of posts) when accessed by non-friends. The profile picture and personal information on the left hand-side of the profile can be displayed as configured by

---

1 The six videos can be accessed at: http://tiny.cc/62ushz
2 Facebook used to compress posts by year, where a clickable bar with a year label was displayed instead of posts. The posts were only displayed when the user clicked the bar to expand them.
the user. Our control profiles showed no posts and no personal information, as shown in Figure 2.

There could be other variations for the control profile. For example, it could have shown only a few posts. However, this approach has several issues. It is unclear what the cut-off should be, particularly because it would be impractical to decide at which point the post becomes illegible in the equivalent decayed profile. In practice, Facebook currently provides the option for users to turn all their past posts to private. Users in real life who are revising their privacy settings are more likely to choose this option rather than retroactively adjust the privacy setting [59, 5]. A blank control profile seemed to be the most straightforward choice.

Candidates’ Persona: Our candidates are Caucasian, in their late-twenties, and have graduated from electrical engineering. They have work experience at Ericsson and are currently seeking employment. Their interests include traveling, skateboarding, and spending time with family and friends.

Questionnaire
We had a total of 75 questions covering 7 categories (A-G) described below. Managers completed Sections A and B, watched the video, then completed the remaining sections. After the video, we told the managers to assume that they had already interviewed the candidate and determined that they had the required skills and qualifications. They subsequently visited the applicant’s Facebook profile and were deciding whether to hire them.

A. Demographics: We collected participants’ gender, age, highest level of education, field of expertise, years of work experience, example duties for their job, average number of hiring decisions they make per year, and familiarity with OSNs.

B. Ratings: We gauged participants’ perception of desirable traits for job candidates in general. Participants rated ten traits using 5-point Likert-scale questions (‘extremely important’ to ‘not at all important’). These traits had been identified as desirable in previous literature [37, 10, 39]. The traits were: (1) hard working, (2) self-motivated, (3) loyal, (4) dependable, (5) team-oriented, (6) confident, (7) adept communicator, (8) respectful to work ethics, (9) flexible, (10) cautious.

As discussed earlier, the literature has identified aspects of online reputation that influence managers’ hiring decision. We used these characteristics for a set of 10 rating questions relating to online reputation. However, this list is not exhaustive and other aspects may exist. Using 5-point Likert-scale questions, participants rated how important it is that a candidate’s online reputation shows each of the following five desirable aspects: (1) positive lifestyle, (2) positive attitude, (3) professionalism, (4) volunteering and charitable giving, (5) openness and willingness to experience.

We followed with how important it is that a candidate’s online reputation avoids each of the five undesirable aspects: (1) a history of using drugs, (2) a history of drinking alcohol, (3) offence or criticism to past employer or coworker, (4) inappropriate content, (5) controversial content.

C. Video verification: We included five questions about specific content seen in the video to ensure that our managers have watched the video. These questions asked about content from the start, middle, and end of the video. We automatically timed how long participants spent on the page containing the video and its verification questions. The video was also available for reference on 3 subsequent survey pages when answering Sections D, E, and F of the questionnaire.

---

The survey did not identify these as desirable or undesirable.
D. Hiring decision: We asked questions relating to hiring the candidate after managers had viewed the candidate’s profile in the video. Using two 5-point Likert-scale questions, we asked how likely they were to hire and do more research about the candidate before hiring them. We also asked an open-ended question to understand what influenced their hiring decision.

E. Candidate evaluation: To explore our managers’ opinions of the candidate, we asked them to evaluate the candidate against the personality traits (ten 5-point Likert-scale questions) and aspects of online reputation (ten 5-point Likert-scale questions) from Section B. In total, we had twenty 5-point Likert-scale questions for managers to assess the candidate.

F. Visual representation and privacy: Because this was not central to our research questions, we leave this section out.

G. Real-life practices: We asked about managers’ own real-life practices as people responsible for making hiring decisions. We asked if they look up candidates online (5-point Likert-scale) and to list OSNs they check before hiring decisions. We included an open-ended question to probe how online reputation influences their hiring decision. We also asked them to identify the most important factor in their hiring decision: online reputation, skills and qualifications, or both equally. Similar to previous work [34], we examine how likely our managers were to hire a real-life job candidate whose online activities: (1) could damage the company’s reputation, (2) are against the company’s values, (3) show participation in illegal activities, (4) show inappropriate content, (5) show controversial content, (6) show negative comments about past employers. These were 5-point Likert-scale questions. We also explored what timeframe of online content our managers would consider relevant when making a hiring decision.

Recruitment and Participants
We used Qualtrics [42] and TurkPrime [52] to administer our surveys. TurkPrime is an internet-based platform that facilitates online crowdsourcing recruitment through Mechanical Turk. TurkPrime workers are ranked according to their previous history at accurately completing tasks and giving responses accepted by requesters (namely, approval rate). We noted that “manager” is a broad category, and may not necessarily reflect users in high-paying or leading employees. We collected unique responses only.

The surveys took approximately 20 minutes to complete. Our participants were paid following the current US federal minimum wage and received USD$2.25. With administration fees, we paid a total of USD$3.59 per participant. TurkPrime had the option to exclude workers who have completed previous surveys. Therefore, we collected unique responses only.

Data collection took place between August 2018 and January 2019. We collected a total of 369 responses. After validation of the video verification questions and handling of irregular responses, we had a total of 360 valid responses.

Most managers had at least a 4-year college degree. They were also “very familiar” with social media. They came from 40 various fields, but most were in business, finance, manufacturing & production, the service sector, and technology & computers.

Table 1 summarizes managers’ demographics. Only eight out of 360 participants reported an average of 0 hiring decisions per year. The median values per condition were relatively similar: 6.5 decisions in FD, 4.0 in FC, and 5.0 in the other four conditions. The very large maximum values from Table 1 were reported by only a few participants. The total number of managers is lower in some conditions because we reached a saturation point where no more managers were participating, combined with having eliminated invalid responses.

**Analysis Plan**
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 25, with significance value set at $p < 0.05$. For analysis of Likert-scale questions, a score of 1 was assigned to the most negative response (i.e., managers were less accepting of the candidate) and 5 to the most positive response (i.e., managers were more accepting of the candidate). For our first three research questions, we focus on reporting results to the main questions relating to the hiring decisions: the hiring decision question (V1-HIR), the open-ended question from Section D, and all 20 questions from Section E. These questions primarily prompted our managers to evaluate their respective job candidate. For our fourth research question, we report results of all questions relating to real-life practices from Section G.

The 20 questions from Section E were grouped into 3 compound measures: evaluation of the candidate’s personality traits, positive aspects of online reputation, and negative aspects.
pects of online reputation. Each measure included at least five Likert-type ordinal questions. Following Boone and Boone’s method [8], questions in each measure were combined by calculating a mean score before running statistical tests: a mean score of the 10 questions evaluating the candidate’s personality traits (V2-PER), a mean score of the 5 questions asking about positive online reputation aspects (V3-POS), and a mean score of the 5 questions that considered negative online reputation aspects (V4-NEG). These compound variables were used in statistical analyses instead of the individual questions.

To answer RQ1–RQ3, we run statistical analysis on four variables: V1-HIR (hiring decision, ordinal Likert-scale data), and the three compound variables V2-PER, V3-POS, and V4-NEG (continuous data). Depending on the research question, and detailed in the following sections, we run one-way ANOVA on V1-HIR to V4-NEG responses to look for main effects or two-way ANOVA to look for interaction effects. We recognize that opinions diverge around the use of parametric tests (e.g., ANOVA) with non-parametric data (V1-HIR). Previous work similarly used parametric tests with ordinal data [36, 25]. As suggested by Norman [36], parametric tests are robust in regards to violations posed by non-parametric data. We believe that ANOVA tests seemed to be our best option.

For the two open-ended questions, we used inductive content analysis [17] to look for main themes. We summarized each response into a key message and started with open coding. One researcher first coded the data and extracted initial themes. A second researcher re-coded some of the data in follow-up rounds, and both researchers worked together to identify the main themes. A third researcher was involved in handling unclear cases and to better refine the coding.

RESULTS

We first present our managers’ general preferences when it came to the 20 traits for Section B of the questionnaire (answered before watching the video). Figure 3 shows the 10 personality traits and the 10 aspects of a candidate’s online reputation and their importance to our managers. Overall, managers report being more interested in a candidate’s personality than his/her online activities.

The timer confirmed sufficient time spent watching the videos (Decayed: µ = 418s, SD = 164s; Original: µ = 337s, SD = 154s; Control: µ = 84s, SD = 49a). Since the video was available for re-watching in other un-timed pages, participants likely spent more time than observed. The mean time spent on the survey including video viewing was 916s, SD = 438s.

RQ1: How does decaying a candidate’s OSN profile influence managers’ hiring decisions?

We ran one-way ANOVA on V1-HIR, V2-PER, V3-POS, and V4-NEG to look for main effects of our independent variable, representation type.

The hiring decision made by managers in each of our three study conditions is shown in Figure 4. Managers of both the decayed (71%) and the control (70%) representations were either somewhat or very likely to hire the candidate compared to those (51%) who saw the original representation.

V1-HIR: The one-way ANOVA test ⁵ showed a significant effect of representation on V1-HIR, p < 0.0001. We used Games-Howell post-hoc analysis for pairwise comparisons. We found a significant difference between the Original–Control pair (p = 0.0001) and the Original–Decayed pair (p = 0.006), but not between Control–Decayed. The control (µ = 4.0, standard deviation (SD) = 1.0) and decayed (µ = 3.8, SD = 1.0) representations most positively influenced managers’ decision, followed by the original representation (µ = 3.3, SD = 1.3).

We also ran Ordinal Regression to see if participants’ average number of hires per year (in Table 1) affected their hiring decisions and found no significant effect (p = 0.715).

V2-PER - V4-NEG: We found a significant effect of representation on all three variables (p < 0.0005). We followed up with Games-Howell post-hoc analysis for pairwise comparisons. Managers who saw the Decayed representation (D) gave the most positive responses when evaluating the candidate’s personality traits.

We also ran independent samples Kruskal-Wallis (KW) tests. KW showed the same main effects as the ANOVA.

---

⁵We also ran independent samples Kruskal-Wallis (KW) tests. KW showed the same main effects as the ANOVA.
Table 2: RQ1: Effect of representation type on each of the 4 dependent variables. The table shows descriptive statistics (median, mean, and standard deviation (SD)), one-way ANOVA test results, and Games-Howell pairwise results. The highest means are in bold red and significant results are highlighted in gray. F: f-distribution, p: significance value, Partial η²: effect size, D: Decayed, C: Control, O: Original representation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V#</th>
<th>Median, Mean (SD)</th>
<th>ANOVA</th>
<th>Pairwise Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1-HIR</td>
<td>4.0, 3.8 (1.0)</td>
<td>4.0, 4.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>4.0, 3.3 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2-PER</td>
<td>3.8, 3.7 (0.7)</td>
<td>3.0, 2.8 (0.8)</td>
<td>3.1, 3.2 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3-POS</td>
<td>4.0, 4.0 (0.6)</td>
<td>3.0, 2.8 (0.8)</td>
<td>3.4, 3.4 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4-NEG</td>
<td>3.8, 3.7 (1.0)</td>
<td>4.0, 4.0 (0.9)</td>
<td>2.8, 2.8 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) The Original and Decayed conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>POS (n= 61)</th>
<th>MO (n= 62)</th>
<th>FD (n= 68)</th>
<th>MD (n= 61)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive Personality Traits</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Lifestyle</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has Matured</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifications &amp; Intellect</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Red Flags</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unprofessionalism</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politically Active</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partying Lifestyle</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) The Control condition.

Table 3: RQ1: Factors influencing managers' hiring decision. Responses indicating a positive assessment are in green and negative assessments are in red. Colour intensity corresponds to the response's popularity.

personal traits (V2-PER) and his/her positive aspects of online reputation (V3-POS) compared to the Original (O) and Control (C) representations, with statistically significant results for all pairwise comparisons (D > O > C, p < 0.0005). On the other hand, managers who saw the Control representation gave the most positive responses when evaluating the candidate’s negative online reputation (V4-NEG), a statistically significant result between the Decayed–Original and the Control–Original pairs ((C ≈ D) > O, p < 0.0005). Table 2 shows descriptive statistics, ANOVA test results, and Games-Howell post hoc results for the four variables.

The open-ended question from Section D gave us more insight into what influenced our managers’ decision. We found that the themes identified in the four conditions with visible content (FD, FO, MD, and MO) were different from those identified in the two control conditions which had no posts. We calculated the percentage of managers in each condition who mentioned responses falling under each theme. We include the themes having at least 10% in one or more study conditions. Table 3 illustrates the main themes and the percentages of managers per condition with responses in each theme. The cells in each table are colour-coded to show where the most positive and the most negative impressions existed.

For the conditions with visible posts, we extracted a total of 14 themes; eight met the 10% threshold. Managers inferred positive qualities about the candidate: having positive personal traits (V2-PER) and his/her positive aspects of online reputation (V3-POS) compared to the Original (O) and Control (C) representations, with statistically significant results for all pairwise comparisons (D > O > C, p < 0.0005). On the other hand, managers who saw the Control representation gave the most positive responses when evaluating the candidate’s negative online reputation (V4-NEG), a statistically significant result between the Decayed–Original and the Control–Original pairs ((C ≈ D) > O, p < 0.0005). Table 2 shows descriptive statistics, ANOVA test results, and Games-Howell post hoc results for the four variables.

The open-ended question from Section D gave us more insight into what influenced our managers’ decision. We found that the themes identified in the four conditions with visible content (FD, FO, MD, and MO) were different from those identified in the two control conditions which had no posts. We calculated the percentage of managers in each condition who mentioned responses falling under each theme. We include the themes having at least 10% in one or more study conditions. Table 3 illustrates the main themes and the percentages of managers per condition with responses in each theme. The cells in each table are colour-coded to show where the most positive and the most negative impressions existed.

For the conditions with visible posts, we extracted a total of 14 themes; eight met the 10% threshold. Managers inferred positive qualities about the candidate: having positive personal traits (V2-PER) and his/her positive aspects of online reputation (V3-POS) compared to the Original (O) and Control (C) representations, with statistically significant results for all pairwise comparisons (D > O > C, p < 0.0005). On the other hand, managers who saw the Control representation gave the most positive responses when evaluating the candidate’s negative online reputation (V4-NEG), a statistically significant result between the Decayed–Original and the Control–Original pairs ((C ≈ D) > O, p < 0.0005). Table 2 shows descriptive statistics, ANOVA test results, and Games-Howell post hoc results for the four variables.

The open-ended question from Section D gave us more insight into what influenced our managers’ decision. We found that the themes identified in the four conditions with visible content (FD, FO, MD, and MO) were different from those identified in the two control conditions which had no posts. We calculated the percentage of managers in each condition who mentioned responses falling under each theme. We include the themes having at least 10% in one or more study conditions. Table 3 illustrates the main themes and the percentages of managers per condition with responses in each theme. The cells in each table are colour-coded to show where the most positive and the most negative impressions existed.

For the conditions with visible posts, we extracted a total of 14 themes; eight met the 10% threshold. Managers inferred positive qualities about the candidate: having positive personal traits (V2-PER) and his/her positive aspects of online reputation (V3-POS) compared to the Original (O) and Control (C) representations, with statistically significant results for all pairwise comparisons (D > O > C, p < 0.0005). On the other hand, managers who saw the Control representation gave the most positive responses when evaluating the candidate’s negative online reputation (V4-NEG), a statistically significant result between the Decayed–Original and the Control–Original pairs ((C ≈ D) > O, p < 0.0005). Table 2 shows descriptive statistics, ANOVA test results, and Games-Howell post hoc results for the four variables.

We identified eight themes in the control conditions; six met the 10% threshold. Nearly half of our managers reported that their hiring decision was based solely on details from study scenario (i.e., that the candidate possessed the qualifications, and passed the interview). A quarter of managers viewed the fact that the candidate’s profile is private as a positive trait, while another quarter thought there was not enough information available to make a judgment. Some managers mentioned that there was nothing negative on the profile, while others made assumptions about the user (e.g., moved to another platform, had problematic content in the past, or had deleted all of their content). A small percentage questioned the lack of content; they thought it was as worrisome as having inappropriate content and they would have appreciated more transparency.

In summary, we saw more negative comments in the original conditions. In the control conditions, managers ignored social media or made assumptions, and in the decayed conditions, they were more likely to have a positive impression.

**RQ2: Does decaying OSN profile content help one gender more than the other in a hiring context?**

We examined the interaction effect of our two independent variables (representation type and gender of candidate) on V1-HIR to V4-NEG using two-way ANOVA. We found no significant interactions between the two independent variables on any of the four dependent variables.

**RQ3: How do managers’ demographics such as gender and age impact their hiring decisions?**

We looked for interactions between the age or gender of the managers and our two independent variables on our four dependent variables. We ran two-way ANOVA to look for an interaction effect on V1-HIR, V2-PER, V3-POS, and V4-NEG. We categorized age into three classes: 23-36 years old (class 1 with n= 155), 37-50 (class 2, n= 153), and 51-64 (class 3, n= 52). Instead of coding
the variable based on equal age ranges (i.e., 13-year blocks: 23-36, 37-50, 51-64), we could have coded based on equal numbers of participants per block, but we would have had very skewed ranges. Our choice seemed to more accurately reflect generational differences, and seemed reasonable given that the smallest group still had 52 participants.

1. **Representation type × Gender of manager**: We found no significant interactions between these two variables on any of the V1-HIR – V4-NEG responses.

2. **Representation type × Age of manager**: We found no significant interactions between these two variables on any of the V1-HIR – V4-NEG responses.

3. **Gender of candidate × Gender of manager**: We found no significant interaction between these two variables on any of the V1-HIR – V4-NEG responses.

4. **Gender of candidate × Age of manager**: We found no significant interaction between these two variables on V1-HIR, V2-PER, and V3-POS responses.

   We found a statistically significant interaction between gender of the candidate and age of the managers on V4-NEG (negative aspects of online reputation), F(2, 354) = 5.387, p = 0.005, partial η² = 0.030. Figure 5 shows the interaction between these two variables for V4-NEG. We followed up with an analysis of simple main effects for age. Managers in the middle age group were more accepting of the female candidate (i.e., they minimized her negative online activity) (p = 0.015), while managers in the older group were more accepting of the male candidate (p = 0.040).

**RQ4: How do OSNs and online reputation influence managers’ real-life hiring decisions?**

We explore managers’ reported use of OSNs and online reputation in their real-life practices (Section G of the questionnaire).

**Looking up candidates online.** Most of our managers look up job candidates online before hiring them. 45% reported they were “extremely likely” to look up their candidate online. 38% selected “very likely”, 4% were “neutral”, and 8% chose “very unlikely”. Finally, only 5% said they were “extremely unlikely” to look up their candidates online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Total (n=360)</th>
<th>MO (n=62)</th>
<th>FD (n=68)</th>
<th>FO (n=61)</th>
<th>MC (n=53)</th>
<th>FC (n=55)</th>
<th>MD (n=61)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>LinkedIn</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>Google+</td>
<td>Snapchat</td>
<td>Tumblr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumblr</td>
<td>6 5 5 4 4 0 24 7%</td>
<td>30 23 27 29 23 21 25 145 40%</td>
<td>60 51 53 56 48 44 25 145 40%</td>
<td>47 37 38 38 37 35 18 145 40%</td>
<td>31 29 22 23 21 24 150 42%</td>
<td>38 33 37 34 32 34 208 58%</td>
<td>31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: RQ4: Number of managers who check each OSN platform during real-life hiring decision.**

Our managers also check the various social media profiles for job candidates, as summarized in Table 4. The number of managers checking Facebook was particularly high. LinkedIn came a distant second, followed by Instagram and Twitter.

**How online reputation influences hiring decisions.** We identified a total of eleven themes in responses to our open-ended question about how online reputation influences our managers. Six themes were excluded, since they were below the 10% threshold. Table 5 shows the remaining five themes. Most managers used social media to look for ‘red flags’ that would sway their hiring decision. Many thought that social media would enable them to know the person better as it reflects personality and lifestyle. Others thought it would allow them to see how the candidate would fit in the job and with the company’s values. Some reported that it plays a role in general, while relatively small minority thought that social media played no role at all in the hiring process.

**Qualifications vs. online reputation.** Managers reported a candidate’s skills and qualifications are mostly (38%) or generally (34%) more important than the candidate’s online reputation. However, managers also said they were unlikely to hire a candidate who posts negative content (see Table 6).

**Timeframe.** 17% of our managers reported that all past online activities matter in terms of online reputation. 29% selected content from “1 year ago or less”, 45% chose content posted “1-5 years ago”, and only 1% said that content from “5-10 years ago” matters. Finally, 8% thought that “none” of a candidate’s past online activities matter.

**DISCUSSION**

Our results confirmed and also contradicted previous research.

**RQ1: Decay representations that apply shrinking positively impacted impression and the simulated hiring decisions, except for aspects of online reputation that could be perceived as negative where the Control representation led to a more positive impression.**
RQ2: There was no interaction of representation and the candidate’s gender on hiring decisions nor evaluation of the candidate’s traits or online reputation.

RQ3: The managers’ gender had no effect, but the managers’ age had limited impact on how male and female candidates were perceived.

RQ4: OSN content had considerable influence on real-life hiring practices.

We present implications of our results and suggestions for the privacy and HCI communities.

**Online reputation shapes hiring decisions**

Consistent with previous research [11, 31, 46, 50, 24, 27], we found that online reputation continues to inform hiring decisions today. However, our hiring decisions were simulated, and results might differ with other study methodology or if focusing on higher-level hiring executives. Further, we recruited US managers, where there are no federal or state laws prohibiting the use of public OSN profiles in hiring; other countries might differ. Nevertheless, we interestingly saw a disconnect between managers’ reported priorities and their actual assessment.

Our managers indicated that skills and qualifications of a candidate are more important than online reputation. However, we saw that their hiring decision significantly differed based on whether the profile hid some or all negative content from view compared to having the same content fully visible. Moreover, their responses in Table 5 and Table 6 suggest that online activities are very likely to influence their judgment.

Our managers reported that only more recent online activities (within 5 years) are relevant for hiring. However, the significant difference between hiring decisions for the Original and Decayed profiles indicates that posts dating 11 years ago were still relevant in their assessment. It is plausible that they did not carefully read the dates of the posts on the prototype. This may also happen in real life though, where managers could be unduly influenced by older posts without even realizing it. Decay representations could help address this problem. We note that it is unclear whether managers’ chosen timeframe for relevance of content is due to their actual preferences or due to the fact that it is fairly difficult and time-consuming to scroll through profiles to access older content. Given our data, we cannot confirm which reason contributed to their responses.

Further, 84% of managers would look up their candidate online before hiring them. Managers are more likely to search the candidate’s Facebook or “social” profile instead of LinkedIn or “professional” profile. While Facebook was previously reported as popular [15], it is interesting to see how much more popular it is than professional platforms such as LinkedIn.

Job candidates might actively update their professional profile, but managers are interested in profiles that candidates are less likely to actively manage [57, 5, 59]. The question remains, how can we eliminate negative consequences that might result from unintended OSN data availability? How can we empower users with tools that require their minimal engagement [56]?

**Influence of Demographics**

**Candidates:** The shrinking representation did not help one gender more than the other when applied to their profile. However, we did not explicitly specify the candidate’s gender on the profile or in our scenario. Hence, gender was open to participants’ own interpretation of the profile. Further, we controlled profile content so that only gender itself was varied. Managers saw the same shrunk content attributed to either a male or female candidate rather than different types of content that may show gendered behaviors [54]. The types of content generally posted by each gender may more strongly influence attitudes than gender itself when shrinking is used.

We intentionally avoided including other characteristics known to cause bias (e.g., candidates with different ethnicities [22, 21], younger/older candidate [18, 21]) to limit confounding factors, but these could also be explored.

**Managers:** The manager demographics we explored had limited impact on responses. Middle-aged managers minimized negative online activities of the female candidate, while older managers minimized negative online activities of the male candidate, suggesting that stereotypes still exist and can affect the hiring process. It was interesting to see an interaction between two different characteristics (gender and age) in our study. Other factors such as ethnicity, cultural background, or work domain might also be worth investigating, in particular because previous literature has shown bias [18, 22, 21] when there are differences between gender, ethnicity, religion, or age of managers and candidates.

**Decaying representations for ORM**

Aligning with the literature [15, 27, 26, 14], our managers inferred characteristics related to the candidate’s personality and lifestyle from social media, and their interpretations informed their simulated hiring decision.

The decaying and control representations led to significantly more positive hiring decisions than the original representation. Managers also had an overall more positive impression of both personality traits and positive aspects of online reputation of the candidate with a decayed profile. Decayed profiles also performed well (Table 2) and have a clear advantage for the other two variables (hiring decision and negative aspects of online reputation). Although hiding posts appears to be the best option when online reputation contains negative content, it gave room for worrisome and potentially wrong assumptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online content type</th>
<th>Md</th>
<th>μ</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Could damage company’s reputation</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.7 (1.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against company’s values</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.8 (1.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shows participation in illegal activities</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.6 (1.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shows inappropriate content</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0 (1.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shows controversial content</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.4 (1.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shows negative comments about past employers</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1 (1.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
about the online history of the candidate. A perceived lack of information could sway managers against the candidate or lead to misjudgment. Overall, compared to hiding or showing the original content, managers who saw the decayed content gave the candidates the benefit of the doubt when they saw the other positive dimensions related to them.

Based on our findings, we suggest that decaying representations can be used for ORM. Users are unlikely to manage their Facebook privacy settings [59, 6, 5] or their online reputation because they lack usable ORM solutions [57]. Users are also apprehensive about outright deletion of content [59, 5, 6]. Meanwhile, managers are actively looking at candidates’ OSN profiles. Compared to the original representation, decaying representations led managers to better appreciate the candidates’ positive traits and positive content and focus less on their past negative content. Therefore, the decaying representation could increase users’ online privacy when used on their OSN profiles and could eventually support users in dissociating from their past online activities.

While a user’s past online activities may be positive, time-based decay shows the user’s current personality, regardless of their past. Decaying would provide a path-of-least-resistance to users, which would be especially useful to those with questionable past content. Decay can also be based on criteria other than time [33], but this would require more user involvement.

In general, users are unlikely to perform retrospective privacy management [5, 59] and need a more seamless approach to manage past content. While decaying representations such as shrinking do not address every issue of online reputation [57], they can offer granular options to users when maintaining their privacy. Decaying representations reduce possible unintended consequences resulting from long-term data availability. They can be used as a preventive mechanism requiring only minimal user engagement to support their ORM.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Crowdsourcing data is generally accepted within HCI communities, but biases may exist since our managers were comfortable using online platforms. Thus, results are not necessarily representative of the whole population. Feasibility questions remain with decaying representations [33], e.g., how effective would they be when copies of data exist outside OSNs?

In addition, our fictitious candidate’s profiles were available to our managers as videos instead of interactive profiles. Video scrolling is different than having managers navigate the profile themselves. However, creating an interactive UI was not feasible because: 1) we could not enforce that everyone saw the same content, 2) we could not use an actual FB profile because we could not back-date posts by several years nor could we retroactively add older content. We also needed to implement the shrinking and not allow users in those conditions to access the full resolution posts; this was not possible using the FB API, 3) we could have reproduced a fake interface but encountered issues of how much needed to be functional because we did not want users to run into broken links. Eventually, a video seemed the most reasonable compromise, despite its apparent drawbacks. After completing the study, we pilot-tested a scrollable static HTML version of the FD profile page with 3 managers. We found similar interaction behaviours as with the videos, so we think this methodological decision had limited negative impact.

Further, our sample did not explicitly target high-level hiring executives; it did, however, include only managers who could be in a position of making hiring decisions. Moreover, our scenario and the use of fictitious candidates might have been disconnected from a real employment context for our managers. Results might differ in real-life interviews (where managers might form a connection with their candidate). Additionally, in assuming that the candidate was qualified, the scenario may have introduced bias by making managers look for an excuse to “not hire” the candidate instead of looking for something that would sway the decision towards hiring the candidate. However, this seems to be how most employers use OSN checks [13, 30]. To prevent participant fatigue, we also did not ask about all factors impacting the hiring process. Moreover, we avoided restricting managers to a specific position in our scenario because they come from different domains. Further, limiting the sample to only one job type would impact generalizability of the results and possibly lead to other biases (e.g., implicit gender-bias from a specific job). Nevertheless, it would be worth exploring whether the nature of the job causes managers to be more critical with respect to OSN content.

We will further explore the social acceptability of decaying representations, i.e., how they are perceived when applied to a user’s own data and their influence on interpersonal relationships among users. We plan to extend this work using different methodologies to collect more detailed responses and explore managers’ interpretations of the decay representation.

CONCLUSION

Decay representations apply within OSNs by gradually decaying older posts. We explored how one decay representation, shrinking, influence managers in a simulated hiring situation and their evaluation of job candidates compared to a full profile or an empty profile with no posts. We tested the interaction between representation × the gender of the profile owner. We further explored whether managers’ gender or age influenced their responses. We conducted a 3 × 2 between-subjects study with 360 US managers. The shrinking did not help one gender more than the other and managers’ gender and age had a limited impact on the results. Shrinking or hiding posts resulted in significantly more positive hiring decisions and assessment than the full profile. The shrinking representation also further promoted a positive impression of candidates, suggesting that this type of UI representation can be important to online reputation management. We further found that our managers check OSNs in their real-life practices, emphasizing the need for tools that help users easily dissociate from past online content.
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APPENDIX: SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

A. Demographic Questions:
Please specify your gender.

() F       () M       () Other (specify below) [Textfield]

() Prefer not to answer

Please specify your age (in years). [Textfield accepting only numbers]

Please specify your highest level of education completed or in-progress.

() Post-secondary school or diploma       () High School

() Bachelor’s degree       () Master’s degree

() Doctorate degree

() Other (specify below) [Textfield]

() Prefer not to answer

Please specify in which field you are a manager.

() Agriculture       () Art       () Business       () Communication

() Education       () Engineering       () Environment       () Financial

() Government       () Health Care       () Legal       () Manufacturing & Production

() Service Sector       () Technical       () Technology: computers

() Technology: non-computers       () Other (specify below) [Textfield]

() Prefer not to answer

Please specify your country of residence.

() US       () Other (specify below) [Textfield]       () Prefer not to answer

Please specify your job title. [Textfield]

Please specify how many years of experience you have in your managerial position. [Textfield]

Please list example duties you perform in your position. [Textfield]

Please indicate the average number of hiring decisions you make per year. [Textfield]

How familiar are you with online social networks (e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn)?

() Very familiar       () Moderately familiar

() Somewhat familiar       () Slightly familiar

() Not at all familiar       () Prefer not to answer
B. Ranking person’s qualities/traits:

On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not important at all and 5 is very important:

How important it is that a job candidate is:

- Self-motivated
- Hard working
- Loyal
- Dependable
- Team-oriented
- Confident
- Adept communicator
- Respectful to work ethics
- Flexible
- Cautious

Ranking person’s online reputation:

On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not important at all and 5 is very important:

How important it is that the candidate’s online reputation shows:

- Positive lifestyle
- Positive attitude
- Professionalism
- Volunteering and charitable giving
- Openness and willingness to undertake new endeavours

How important it is that the candidate’s online reputation avoids:

- A history of using drugs or drinking alcohol
- Offence or criticism to past employer/coworker
- Inappropriate photos or videos
- Inappropriate comments
- Controversial content

---

Play and watch the video
C. Video verification questions:

[Control condition]

What is the name of the owner of the profile shown in the video?
() Fred Rayerson  () Connor Bart  () Dave McNeil  [Male condition]
() Fanny Rayerson  () Lilly Bart  () Diane McNeil  [Female condition]

What was the most recent status update on the profile?
() Travelling is one of the best pleasures in the world.
() One of the best holidays ever!
() Any recommendations for a recent top-selling novel?
() The profile showed no posts

Where did this person go on vacation?
() Florence  () Milan  () Verona  () The profile showed no posts

[Four other conditions]

What is the name of the owner of the profile shown in the video?
() Fred Rayerson  () Connor Bart  () Dave McNeil  [Male condition]
() Fanny Rayerson  () Lilly Bart  () Diane McNeil  [Female condition]

What was the most recent status update on the profile?
() Travelling is one of the best pleasures in the world.
() One of the best holidays ever!
() Any recommendations for a recent top-selling novel?

Where did this person go on vacation?
() Florence  () Milan  () Verona

Where was this person employed before?
() Nokia  () Blackberry  () Ericsson

Was the oldest post on the profile: a textual status update or an image upload?
() textual status  () image upload

D. Hiring decision based on the video:

Assume that Connor Bart has applied for a job. He possesses all knowledge, skills, and qualifications required for the job. You looked him up online and you came across their Facebook profile shown in the video and you are deciding whether to hire him.
How likely are you to hire Connor [Lilly] Bart?

Very likely  Somehow likely  Neutral  Somehow unlikely  Very unlikely
()
()
()
()
()

What most influenced your decision to hire or not hire Connor [Lilly] Bart?

[Textfield]

How likely are you to do more research about Connor [Lilly] Bart’s previous online activities before making a final hiring decision?

Very likely  Somehow likely  Neutral  Somehow unlikely  Very unlikely
()
()
()
()
()

E. Evaluation of the person against the 20 criteria:

Rate the following on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is Strongly Disagree and 5 Strongly Agree. The content of the profile in the video shows that Connor [Lilly] Bart is:

- self-motivated.
- hard working.
- confident.
- an adept communicator.
- respectful to work ethics.
- flexible.
- cautious.

Rate the following on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is Strongly Disagree and 5 Strongly Agree. Connor [Lilly] Bart’s online reputation shows:

- a history of using drugs or drinking alcohol.
- offence or criticism of past employer/coworker.
- inappropriate photos or videos.
- inappropriate comments.
- controversial content.
- a positive lifestyle.
- a positive attitude.
- professionalism.
- volunteering or charitable giving activities.
- openness and willingness to undertake new endeavours.
F. Visual Representation and Privacy:

It was easy to see that the posts were getting older as the video scrolled down the timeline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Differentiating between older and more recent posts was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very easy</th>
<th>Easy</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Difficult</th>
<th>Very difficult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The owner of this profile values their online privacy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Did the visual representation of the posts on the timeline influence your hiring decision?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strong positive Influence</th>
<th>Somehow positive</th>
<th>Neither positive nor negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No influence at all

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strong negative Influence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G. Hiring decisions in real-life practices (Irrelevant to the video):

How likely are you to look up job candidates online before hiring them?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very likely</th>
<th>Somehow likely</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Somehow unlikely</th>
<th>Very unlikely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How likely are you to look up social media profiles of job candidates before hiring them?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very likely</th>
<th>Somehow likely</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Somehow unlikely</th>
<th>Very unlikely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How does online reputation influence your hiring decisions in your real-life practices?

[Textfield]

What is the most important factor in your hiring decision?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mostly online reputation</th>
<th>Generally online reputation</th>
<th>Both equally</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generally skills and qualifications</th>
<th>Mostly skills qualifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A person’s entire online history is relevant for hiring decisions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Content posted before someone legally became an adult is relevant for hiring decisions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Which past online activities really matter in terms of reputation when making hiring decisions?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>None</th>
<th>From 1 year ago or less</th>
<th>From 1-5 years ago</th>
<th>From 5-10 years ago</th>
<th>All past activities matter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On a scale of 5 to 1, where 5= very likely and 1= very unlikely:

How likely are you to hire a candidate whose online activities:

- could damage the company's reputation
- are against the company's values and beliefs
- show participation in illegal activities
- show inappropriate content
- show controversial content
- show negative comments about past employers

Do you have any more thoughts or comments that you would like to share with us?
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